Indian Veteran Will Be Buried in Arlington

Sgt. Gunnell, 29, of the SIOUX, said that he wanted to be buried in Arlington. Gunnell, who lives with his widow, said that he felt it was important to be buried in the same cemetery as President Truman. The widow of a Win- nipeg Indian, who was a member of the city council, said that he had been a leader in the Indian community.

Local Bus Rates To Be Increased

(See bus story, page 4.) A new rate system for City Bus No. 1, effective January 1st, will be implemented. The new system will increase the fare from 3 cents to 5 cents. The increase is intended to cover the cost of operations and maintenance.

Vincent Gilroy, 12
Found Unconscious At His Home Here

Vincent Gilroy, 12-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Gilroy of 928 Walnut st., was found unconscious Wednesday afternoon. At 4:30 p.m., police were called to the scene and found SUI's body in the living room. At 4:35 p.m., he was pronounced dead.

Plaque to Be Given Hoover

To HERBERT HOOVER
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
NATIVE SON OF IOWA
CITIZEN OF THE WORLD
STATESMAN
HUMANITARIAN
ADMINISTRATOR
WHO HAS WON THE WORLD'S GREATEST HONORS WITH HUMILITY
THE STATE OF IOWA
GRANTS THE
IOWA AWARD

The wordage of the plaque was done by Iowa newspapermen at the request of the memorial commission. Delmgar then cut the letters into a plaque from which was made the molded bronze casting. The plaque weighs per pounds. A framed plaque accompanying it is to be sent in next May with its lettering done by Dale Cooper, virtual education department.

Weather

The weather over most of the state is expected to be sunny and mild, with temperatures rising to about 70 degrees.

Indian Veteran Will Be Buried In Arlington

Sergeant Rice, 22, was killed in Korea. Sergeant Rice was a member of the 8th Infantry Division and was killed in action in Korea, where he was serving with the 8th Infantry Regiment.

Reds Rebuke UN; Talks May Resume

TOkyo (Thursday) - The Russian reply to the high command was "distorted," but the broadcast was surprisingly mild and indicated the Russians were willing to resume talks.

The special broadcast was a re- port of a "special correspondent" in Kaesong. It was far less critical than earlier propaganda blasts which had reached a new pitch in the last few days. The sharpest words in the dispatch were "slender" and "malignant," both of which were used in referring to UN statements.

Slaughter said that he was pleased to welcome the visit of the US congressional committee, which he said was the first to visit Korea since the war.

Iowa City Fair
At Marshalltown After Auto Collision

E. L. Clowes, 708 S. Clinton st., was killed Thursday when his car ran into a tree in a one-car collision there earlier in the day. He was the father of 14 and a son of 13, both of whom were in the car. A report of a serious injury was reported at a hospital.

Award to Hoover To Be Presented At Fair Today

(Special to The Daily Iowan) At the Iowa State Fair, a new award designed by an SU art professor will be presented to former President Herbert Hoover today during the ceremonies of the fair. The award, called the "Hoover Award," will be presented to a person who has contributed significantly to the state or nation. The winner will receive a plaque, an award to be presented by the Iowa State Fair Board.
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By CHARLES J. HOBART
Central Press Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Selznick—It requires something less than 60 seconds to realize that the arrival of American air reinforcements in Europe has probably more significance here than it does across the channel.

At the first sight of the Allied airmen, the German civilians—mainly children—swoon in gratitude. The main street is complete a nearly 5,000-foot flight from South Carolina, an air force base on the islands to the concrete apron outside the terminal.
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FINISHING THE ATTIC into rooms is the easy and economical way to expand a small house, as a navy veteran recently demonstrated. He found a 130-square bungalow (upper left) as his liking but it was really too small for an extended family (lower left) living quarters, including an attractive bedroom, a playroom, a sewing center and a window. The solution (right) is ceiling and side walls of durable self-laminating board, an easy-to-apply material that builds, finishes and decorates as the same film. Insulating boards in large sheets is used for the attic, while planks of the same material form the sidewalls. Space behind the walls will on one side of the attic is finished with doors, drawers and shelving for storage. Cost for materials to finish the entire attic, including bedding items, wiring and fixtures, and hardware and do-it-yourself, was well under $50.

To Save Energy —
Use 2 Hands to Speed Cleaning Tasks

Let the left hand know what the right hand is doing! Use both hands when housecleaning. Home economists say many chores can be one-handed and with less normal effort if two hands are used for one-handed cleaning.

By working both a job as wide for as wide as watching can be simplified by using both a wipe. A wipe with a cloth or paper held in the left hand and a wipe with a squeegee held in the right hand. Of course, for left-handed people, the technique is reversed, but the important point is to use both hands.

This system works especially well when floors, walls and pieces of furniture are being cleaned. Using a cleaning liquid can be applied with a cloth held in one hand and wiped off with a cloth held in the other.

When soap and water is used, on wood surfaces, it is still best to use two hands, though it would be helpful to have a third.

This is because soap and water may damage wood if it isn't applied and removed quickly. Wiping is a common method, but it leaves the mistake of soap and water. The solution is to work quickly. Turn on a cloth to apply soap and water immediately on the other. Then take a dry cloth and completely remove every bit of soap film.

In this process, it helps to use two cleaning supplies — one cloth for cleaning and the other for the other with cleaner. Take both places to the work area when the cleaning job is done and won't delay the process.

Pot Rooms on Paper . . .

Before there's a chart of the room, the room plan is a convenient scale. Trainings on the chart should show the important features of the room. This includes the room outline and the size and location of windows, doors, fireplaces, radiators or registers and built-ins, such as bookcases. Positions of electrical outlets also should be shown.

On the property marked chart, one can point out the existing and think about what to get a desirable room plan.

And Relax Regularly

It matters how busy a person is, the convenience to take at least 15 to 20 minutes a day to relax. This isn't wasting time, as the highly energetic person believes. But it's actually a way of making his work more efficient; it gives him more energy and enthusiasm for his play.

One noted health and physical education teacher recommends the following exercise to relax tense muscles:

To stretch backs and shoulders, lie on back on the floor with a pillow under the knees and spread the back where the (real) wall ends is greatest. Then lie on your stomach and place elbows and hands on each other, but don't make weight. If they won't make it, put a book on wrist until they do. Hold the position for two or three minutes at first and extend the time later.

This is an excellent exercise to relax muscles that have tired during the day. However, at the end of the day, the only way to be completely relaxed is to stretch out on a comfortable bed.
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These Household Tricks Should Keep You Cooler

By VIVIAN BROWN

AP Newsfeatures Writer

Mom probably won't let you tire working in a factory during the summer than at home. At least most factories have installed air conditioning, recreation facilities as a refuge from a long and laborious day, and cooling drinks well-timed to keep you from faring away.

But what about the home- maker? The work is a lot longer and sometimes doesn't even stop for meals, and is generally in a state of collapse by nightfall.

We can't all afford air conditioning in our homes. But it would be well to pay a get to a summer in summer home that would be several reprieves during the day, and shorten the chores.

One summer habit should be the shaver before the day starts and a shower or bath before dinner.

Surely Mom can spare these few minutes in a warm soapy bath that will prove even more cooling than a cold bath.

Clean Windows

Heavy cleaning should be done in the cool mornings — rug cleaning, furniture polishing, window washing and floor mopping. It is even better to set up the bath of the house to do this on Saturday morning, or at least to help out.

In the middle of the afternoon, take a cup for your South American waters and try the suds. The dirt will wash away, if even for a few minutes, will make your showing during any afternoon

looks seem lighter.

To take advantage of cleaning attachments, which will keep you from prepping for cleaning before starting to clean walls, blinds or in corners. A carpet sweeper used every day is easier to push than a vacuum cleaner used every other day. An easily squished mop which requires no bending, also is a help during the

Use Cool Effects

If you drive for cool looking effects in the home — greens in bowls, summer-weight fabrics in windows, shades drawn, turned back part of the day — you will be on a roll. Cool evenings. Clean out the fire-place and place a large bowl of leaves in it.

Keep a tray of ice-cubes or cracked ice in the refrigerator for drinking time. Take a few minutes time for lunch and don't have a rushed feeling about it. A salad consisting of hard boiled eggs, croutons, rye bread and perhaps some cucumbers and radishes in your recipe is useful for a summer lunch.

When working around the house on a hot day, wear attractive shorts and shirt, perhaps with a skirt- combination which can be worn when the doorbell rings.

Lifetime Savings

It is possible to save money, have fun and do your housework at the same time. This isn't wasting time, as the highly energetic person believes. But it's actually a way of making his work more efficient; it gives him more energy and enthusiasm for his play.

One noted health and physical education teacher recommends the following exercise to relax tense muscles:

To stretch backs and shoulders, lie on back on the floor with a pillow under the knees and spread the back where the (real) wall ends is greatest. Then lie on your stomach and place elbows and hands on each other, but don't make weight. If they won't make it, put a book on wrist until they do. Hold the position for two or three minutes at first and extend the time later.

This is an excellent exercise to relax muscles that have tired during the day. However, at the end of the day, the only way to be completely relaxed is to stretch out on a comfortable bed.

TODAY'S MENU

Pineapple, Cream Cheese and Water Chestnut Sandwiches

Nat Bread
Ginger Cream Soda

Ingredients for Ginger Cream Soda: ¥4 cup heavy cream, one 12-ounce can of ginger ale, nutmeg (ground or freshly grated).

Method: Put 2 tablespoons of Cream Soda in each of the glasses. Add one ounce of ginger ale into the glasses slowly. Sprinkle a few grains of ground nutmeg over top of each soda, or add a bit of ginger or nutmeg powder. Makes 2 servings.

Double-Duty

This COFFEE TABLE combination area exists with a commodious magazine rack. Functionally fashioned to light finish mohogany, it is another striking example of the attractive new double-duty furni- ture designs.

Come in and Save

For the gas that gives you the most efficiency at the best possible price, you pay with Ron Crow's "Crown's Gas Log." You get low, steady, controlled heat at the lowest possible cost. Ron Crow's Gas Log is seasonable, flowing power and agility in traffic with best possible mileage. Buy with Bravestop Ron Crow Gasoline.

RED CROWN
Landlords Told
All Rent Hikes
City Must OK

Iowa City landlords were warned Wednesday against raising a 30 per cent increase provided for in the new rent law until they have filed a sworn application with the rent office.

T. J. Wilkinson, area rent director, said it is illegal for a landlord to charge any increase until after he has filed the required papers.

Under the new law, landlords are allowed to raise their rates as much as 30 per cent above what they were charging June 1. Landlords are required to file three copies of their forms for each unit on which an increase of any kind must be notified or may be sworn to by a member of the rent office staff.

The rent office will return one copy to the landlord, confirming the new rent, will mail one copy to the tenant and will keep a copy on file in the office.

Tenants have 15 days after receipt of rent office notification of the increase to move out of the office if they feel any of the statements made by the landlord are incorrect.

The rent office is located in the Iowa State Bank and Trust building.

SUI Student Named
To Lutheran Post

Phillip R. Bigelow, 24, cutthroat Bluffs, has been named state and witness secretary of the Lutheran Brotherhood Association of America.

The association is holding a national convention of Lutheran music camp at Interlochen, Mich. this week. In his new position, Bigelow will direct the associations youth camp at the Lutheran Student Association's conference at the national camp.

Bigelow is holding a degree in music from the University of Minnesota and presently directs the Lutheran Student association of Bluffs, has been holding a degree in music from the University of Minnesota and presently directs the Lutheran Student association of Bluffs.

BIRTHS

A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Robert House, Marion, Wednes­ day at Mercy hospital.

A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Russell O. Shockey, Blairtown, Wednesday at Mercy hospital.

A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. John Sweetser, Tipton, Tuesday at Mercy hospital.

A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Warren H. Forbes, Coralville, Tuesday at Mercy hospital.

A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Whites, West Liberty, Tuesday at Mercy hospital.

John Petitfog, 81, Keota, Wed­ nesday at Mercy hospital.

David Crowell, 79, Morning Sun, Wednesday at University hospital.

MARRIAGE LICENSES

Oliver Hill Jr., 23, Clinton; Tena, and Ruth B. McGinnis, 20, Iowa City.

Donald E. Davidson, 23, Iowa City; Mary Lou Hemmingsway, 21, West Branch.

POLICE COURT

Benjamin Harper Hoffman, 654 Grant st., $12.50 for operating a motorcycle on the highway without a valid oper­ ator's license. Held.

Paul J. Adkins, 1158 Hoet ave, $12.50 for operating a motor ver­ ticle without a valid operator's license.

Gordon V. Waar, Central City, $7.50 for having a motor vehicle parked on the traveled portion of the roadway without displaying flags or search lights.
The News In Pictures

Battleship Iowa Returns to Active Duty

Bob Hope Hires Bing’s Bouncer

SOME 2,000 GUESTS, including armed forces brass and civilian dignitaries, are shown on the battleship Iowa during ceremonies returning the warship to active duty at San Francisco navy yard.

Margaret, Berlin Rehearse TV

Czech Ambassador Leaves White House

MARGARET TRUMAN AND COMPOSER Irving Berlin rehearse in New York for her appearance on his “Irving Berlin’s Salute to America” television show Sept. 13. Berlin’s fee will go to the “God Bless America” fund, administered by the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts.

Lone Star Star

THEONE ON THE RIGHT is Bob Hope, welcoming to Hollywood his new employee, Art Cameron, the Vancouver, B.C., hotel clerk who wouldn’t let Bing Crosby rehire because “he looked like a bum.” Cameron was hired when the casting department needed a hotel clerk. Of Cameron, Hope, who carries on a friendly feud with Crosby, said, “After all, he must know his business. How many other hotel clerks would have recognized a real bum when they saw one?”

'TO THE RUSSIANS are “feverishly preparing for war” and new plans and airports are sprouting up with great speed, Dr. V. S. Krajcovici, chairman of the National Committee for the Liberation of Slovakia, warned in Washington. He pointed to a map to illustrate his statement. Dr. Krajcovici, who is in touch with the Czech underground, is the former director of the Bank of Slovakia.

'THE RUSSIANS are “feverishly preparing for war” and new plans and airports are sprouting up with great speed, Dr. V. S. Krajcovici, chairman of the National Committee for the Liberation of Slovakia, warned in Washington. He pointed to a map to illustrate his statement. Dr. Krajcovici, who is in touch with the Czech underground, is the former director of the Bank of Slovakia.

DAREDEVIL MARILYN RICH OPENED A CAMPAIGN TO collect old clothes for civilian victims of the Korean war by delivering a bundle from Palisades Park, N.J., to the Statue of Liberty, stunning all the way. At left Miss Rich, of Arcadia, Calif., donates a helmeter high above the Manhattan skyline. At right she is shown receiving an old clothes bundle from Norman Logan, New Jersey director of the American Relief for Korea, for delivery at the statue. Helicopter pilot Al Purling watched from the cockpit.
Lost and Found

We have in stock:

1956 FORD
1956 CHEVROLET
1956 BUICK
1956 OLDS
1956 PONTIAC

For Sale-

2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment, 1st Floor, 112 Iowa Avenue. Phone 9-9878.

Ride Wanted

For work. Will work evenings or nights. Phone 3857.

Musical Instruments

SAMBA DRUMS:

Samba drums, 36" x 12". Phone 932-3626.

FLYING CIRCUS, BUBBLES, DINNER FOR THREE:

Inquire at 932-3626.

Garden Supplies

CARPETING, FURNISHINGS, DESIGNER FURNITURE, A.F.D. 3875.

Ride Wanted

FOR SALE-

1952 CHEVROLET, 21,000 miles, automatic, power steering, air conditioning, radio, tinted windows, 2-door hardtop. Phone 3857.

COLLEGE NIGHTS, SUNDAYS:

Dial 932-3626.

POPEYE

LOOK, RICE OLIVE, IF YOU WANT FLOWER ALONGSIDE IT, THEN GO AHEAD.

BURLESQUE SERVICE:

1685 3rd Street S.E.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
DIAL 4-0727

TOM SIMS

(7) UHS ALREADY USE MOTHERS - SOME SIR UNEEK MISSION

For Sale

5-CYLINDER, 1952 CHEVROLET, 2,000 miles. Phone 3857.

SALT ON MACAREVY!

I'LL GETorge MACEAREVY TO GIVE YOU A SALT ON MACAREVY.

BUREN'S RENTAL SERVICE

1685 3rd Street S.E.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
DIAL 4-0727

Childless Married Men

Now Face Draft Call

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Thousands of draft-age men eluding married non-fathers -- will be eligible for military service under new draft regulations now awaiting President Truman's signature.

Attorney services said Wednesday that the regulations, carrying out provisions of the new military training and service act which had been completed and sent to the White House and government involved.

The act reduces the minimum draft age from 19 to 18 years. The maximum draft age remains at 26. If the major change is in non-determination of childless married men.
Gavilan Retains Welter Title; Beats Graham by Three Points

NEW YORK (AP) — Welterweight world champion Kid Gavilan retained his title Monday night as he gained a unanimous decision over Billy Graham of New York before 8,387 fans of boos that greeted the verdict.

The blonde from Norway was described as jolted out of his ring rust and his 10th pro fight and mighty close to tears when Conn's "illegally pointed system," had Gavilan down twice on the 10-round verdict. Conn's 25-year-old Gavilan, the favorite to breeze in, was crestfallen as he gained a decision before 4,000 New York fans, his face expressionless. It was his first loss.

"The background of all this whoop-de-do is sickening," said Conn. "A few weeks ago Sonja discovered television and the football specials. The wife's a new item. On the club program, she decided both would be included in the routine.

"She might make it in London and New York this fall, but I'm not sure she'll make it near here any day soon."

When Gavilan got wind of this, he first attempted to find his native language in writing, and then came the Barbers Ann Scott announcement. Conn delivered.

"I had my moments," he said. "I think I can take it away from him."

In the 10th, Conn's right hook hit Graham, who went over to connect and Gavilan was down for the count. The从而 had connected.

"The stack was all on the Brooklyn papers."

"The background of all this whoop-de-do is sickening."
Oats Case Closed Says Defiant Czech Envoy to America

WASHINGTON -- Communist Czechoslovakia's ambassador to the United States, Mr. Vladimir Prochazka, defiantly closed Monday what appeared to be a final curtain on his two-year struggle against his government.

"The case is closed," he said, "and has been made known to all the interested powers." Mr. Prochazka's action occurs after Prague refused to negotiate with the United States on the question of his recall.

Mr. Prochazka's action is the last step in a protracted struggle that began two years ago when he was recalled by Prague and replaced in Washington by Mr. V. Krec. Mr. Prochazka's recall was made after he refused to accept recall and continued to carry on his diplomatic mission.

Mr. Prochazka's action is a clear indication that the United States will not recognize the recall of Mr. Krec and will continue to deal with Mr. Prochazka as its Chargé d'Affaires in Prague.
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